offers a complete turnkey solution of Eco Tent Structure

4 Spherical Dome Shaped Tents were built in the wilderness
of the mountains

When it comes to outdoor travel accommodation -- camping . Nowadays, it
has become more and more a fashion way for people who have lived in the
city for a holiday. Find a good weather, meet good friends, set up colorful
tents in the wild,see the pure sunrise and sunset. In order to blend in with
nature and make people enjoy the comfort of a 5-star hotel, a semipermanent tent hotel was born. BDiR Inc. built 4 geodesic dome shaped
luxury tents in the wild mountains of Dali, Yunnan.

The 4 spherical dome tent hotels are located in Dali Town. Dali Town is
picturesque all year round. Among the many scenic spots, the wind, flowers,
snow and moon are the most famous and fascinating. Therefore, four
hemisphere dome tent lodges were named by wind, flower, snow and moon.
On the left side of the dome tent is Cangshan, and on the right is the Bohai
Sea. You can enjoy the view without leaving the house in the star-gazing tent.
The spherical dome tent hotel has a strong mountain style, which features
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luxurious interiors and intricate details.It makes guests to return to the era of
abundance in ancient mountains.

The geodesic dome tent frame uses high-strength Q235 steel, which with high
strength, anti-seismic and anti-typhoon, anti-corrosion and anti-cracking
deformation. Dome tent lodges roof used PVC/PVDF fabric membrane,
fireproof and thermal insulation. All made of new environmentally friendly
materials, meet the international standard fire level, full-featured moistureproof sound insulation, no air Pollution. In addition to the solid tent roof, the
designer uses a large number of transparent walls to create a feeling of
integration with nature. Lying on the bed and covering the quilt, visitors can
see the stars in the sky from tent lodges. The spherical star-gazing hotel tents
allow you to experience the ultimate wildness outdoors!

Technical advantages:
Tent roof used PVC/PVDF fabric membrane, fireproof and thermal insulation
rock wool board, OSB board, waterproof coiled fiberglass tile, all made of new
environmentally friendly materials, which meets the international standard fire
level, full-featured moisture-proof sound insulation, no air Pollution. In addition
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to the solid tent top, the designer uses a large number of transparent walls to
create a feeling of integration with nature.

Reviews:
BDiR's spherical dome tents have a unique shape, strong internal structure,
complete facilities, and high quality accommodation experience, which is very
popular among campers. Luxury quality, ingenuity to build!
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